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SHOUNAI HANTOU (Mitoyo)

Takuma-cho, Mitoyo
0875-56-5880 (Mitoyo Tourism
Association)
http://www.mitoyo-kanko.com/

Shonai Peninsula
A view spot packed with the seasonal flowers of Kagawa

Introduction

Map Info

The peninsula juts out sharply into
the Seto Inland Sea in the western part
of Kagawa Prefecture. Bounded on
three sides by the ocean is
Shiudeyama, located in the center of
the peninsula. Shiudeyama is well
known for its flowers, and you can take
in the beauty of the cherry blossoms in
April and the hydrangea in May-June.
The view from the summit observation
deck is lovely – especially as the sun
sets over the ocean.
The Flower Park Urashima, a broad
expanse of flowers that includes
marguerite daisy, marigold, and
cosmos, is also popular. The beauty of
the marguerite daisies that bloom in
May is extraordinary, and there is a
flower picking event that is open to the
public (paid).
The Shonai Peninsula is where
Urashima Taro, the main character in
the children's story bearing the same
name, was born and raised. There are
many places all over the island with
names linked to the story.

Lat 34.244705

Facility Info
Lon 133.595636

Free

The location can be checked on a map online
by entering the lat-lon coordinates into a smart
phone connected to the Internet.

No holidays

Access and Main Routes

Free

JR Takuma Station
Approx. 20 cars
*Available at Flower Park Urashima
Entrance and along the provincial
road

Approx. 50 minutes from JR
Takamatsu Station on the Yosan
Line express train. Approx. 20
minutes from JR Takuma Station
by taxi.

Available at Hakoura Fishing Wharf,
Ohama, Nirohama Ocean Swimming
Area and other places

Sanuki Toyonaka IC
Approx. 30 minutes from Sanuki

Free Wifi: Available (only in
Shiudeyama Archeology Museum)

Takamatsu Airport
Approx. 40 minutes from

Multilingual Tools: Pamphlet
(English, Chinese)
Time Required
60 - 120 minutes
Recommended
May,Season
October-November
Indoor/Outdoor
Outdoor

Nearby
Facilities

Way Station Fureai Park Mino MIC-spot004 / Hamando KAG-rame005
Kaisen Umaimonya Hamakaido Tadotsu Main Branch KAG-izak002
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